
SaaS Labs Featured On Deloitte’s 2022
Technology Fast 500™

Attributes 960% revenue growth to its consistent innovations in
building an enablement engine for millions of sales & support
agents worldwide.

NEWS RELEASE BY SAAS LABS

 SaaS Labs has been selected as a Technology Fast 500™ winner for 2022 by Deloitte, debuting at

#28 on the list of Bay Area’s top 101 and #151 on the National ranking. The Technology Fast 500 is

an award program recognizing 500 of the most innovative, fastest-growing companies in North

America across the technology, media, telecommunications, life sciences, fintech, and energy tech

sectors.

Saas Labs ranked 151 of the 500 most innovative, fast-growing companies in North

America

“We take pride in powering the productive workflows of sales and support agents across the

globe. The agents of today need more than just a standard platform which is why we are building

an intelligent suite of solutions packed with automation and AI that helps them deliver

exceptional results for businesses”, said Gaurav Sharma, Founder, and CEO at SaaS Labs. “We are

elated to join Deloitte’s prestigious roster of North America’s 500 fastest-growing and innovative
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companies. This validates the significant investments we’ve made over the past year in building

capabilities for Training, Coaching, Agent Productivity, Automation, Intelligent Workflows, and

Analytics into our products. I believe that the wave of innovation at SaaS Labs has given rise to a

new breed of sales and support agents preparing us to break more boundaries like this in the years

ahead".

SaaS Labs is a technology company with a growing portfolio of SaaS products under its cap. It

raised $17 Million of Series A funding in October 2021. Three months later, it raised $42 million in

another financing round led by Sequoia Capital, Base 10 Partners and Eight Roads Ventures were

among the investors. Previously, SaaS Labs has won Deloitte Technology Fast 50 India and Deloitte

Fast 500 APAC awards twice. It has also been recognized by Nasscom as one of the most

innovative startups in India. The fully remote company now employs 300+ people spread across

10+ countries.

SaaS Labs offers a complete platform for sales and support agents with a range of software

products such as JustCall (Contact Center Software), Helpwise (Shared Inbox), Dialworks (Training

and Coaching), JustCall IQ (Conversation Intelligence). In addition, SaaS Labs also acquired Poland

based CallPage (Callback Automation) and France based Atolia (Agile Workspace) last year.

 

About SaaS Labs



SaaS Labs powers Sales and Support agents of over 6000+ growing businesses with its

software ecosystem focused on automation, productivity, and collaboration. Founded in

2016 by Gaurav Sharma, whose previous venture HelloSociety was acquired by The New

York Times, SaaS Labs is headquartered in the United States and India. They are backed

by leading investors such as Sequoia, Base10 Partners, and Eight Roads. Find out more at

www.saaslabs.co 
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